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ABSTRACT 

Public survey data that may Increase the exposure of privacy and census information about the particulars is called the Data 

sensitivity. To maintain the privacy increase the similarity in the data item and introduce redundancy in such a way that 

information about individual users can not be disclose. This technique also desires the actual information of the data to not 

change. In this work we propose a unique method by combining two of the most widely used privacy preservation techniques: K-

anonymity and l-diversity. The k-anonymity privacy requirement for publishing micro data requires that each equivalence class 

contains at least k records. Diversity requires that each equivalence class has at least well-represented values for each sensitive 

attribute. it is neither necessary nor sufficient to prevent attribute disclosure. Motivated by these limitations, we propose a new 

notion of privacy called k-anonymity,l-diversity, closeness. We first present the base model t-closeness, which requires that the 

distribution of a sensitive attribute in any equivalence class is close to the distribution of the attribute in the overall table (i.e., the 

distance between the two distributions should be no more than a threshold t).  Based on entropy based closeness and distance 

measure between the class of data we propose a comprehensive technique to change the dataset to preserve the privacy while 

keeping the original meaning intact.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Government agencies and other organizations often need to publish Microdata, typically, such data is stored in a table and each 

record (row) corresponds to one individual. Each record has a number of attributes, which can be divided into the following three 

categories. 

1.1. Explicit Identifiers (EI):Attributes that clearly identify individuals, e.g., Pan Card no. or Enrolment number.              2.2. 

Quasi-Identifiers (QI): Attributes whose values when taken together can  potentially, may include, e.g., Village Name, Address.                                                                       

3.3. Sensitive-Identifiers (SI):Attributes that are considered sensitive. Such as salary.When releasing micro data, it is necessary 

to prevent the sensitive information of the individuals from being disclosed. Two types of information disclosure have been 

identified in the literature:  

1. Identity disclosure and  

2. Attribute disclosure.  

1. Identity Disclosure (ID): occurs when an individual is linked to a particular record in the released table. Identity disclosure 

often leads to attribute disclosure. Once there is identity disclosure, an individual is re-identified and the corresponding sensitive 

values are revealed. 

2. Attribute Disclosure (AD): occurs when new information about some individuals is revealed, i.e., the released data makes it 

possible to infer the characteristics of an individual more accurately than it would be possible before the data release. Attribute 

disclosure can occur with or without identity disclosure. It has been recognized that even disclosure of false attribute information 

may cause harm [15]. 

An observer of a released table may incorrectly perceive that an individual‟s sensitive attribute takes a particular value, and 

behave accordingly based on the perception. This can harm the individual, even if the perception is incorrect. While the released 

table gives useful information to researchers, it presents disclosure risk to the individuals whose data are in the table. 

While the released table gives useful information to researchers, it presents disclosure risk to the individuals whose data are in the 

table. Therefore, our objective is to limit the disclosure risk to an acceptable level while maximizing the benefit. 

Privacy preservation technique is a way to increase the similarity of the data item and introduce redundancy in such a way that 

information about individual users can not be revealed. This technique also desires the actual information of the data to not 

change. 

For example government starts a new scheme for giving salary based pension for category for low salaried people and a person‟s 

name occurs in that table than easily his salary can be obtained. Identity disclosure often leads to attribute disclosure. Once there 

is identity disclosure, an individual is re-identified and the corresponding sensitive values are revealed. Attribute disclosure can 

occur with or without identity disclosure. While the released table gives useful information to researchers, it presents disclosure 
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risk to the individuals whose data are in the table. Therefore, our objective is to limit the disclosure risk to an acceptable level 

while maximizing the benefit. 

1.2 Privacy Measurements 
The first category of work aims at devising privacy requirements. The k-anonymity model [32], [31] assumes that the adversary 

has access to some publicly available databases (e.g., a voter registration list) and the adversary knows who is and who is not in 

the table. A few subsequent works [23], [33], [36], [38] recognize that the adversary also has knowledge of the distribution of the 

sensitive attribute in each group. T-Closeness [19] proposes that the distribution of the sensitive attribute in the overall table 

should also be public information.    We want to emphasize that l-diversity is still a useful measure for data publishing. -diversity 

and our closeness measures make different assumptions about the adversary. - Diversity assumes an adversity who has knowledge 

of the form “Carl does not have heart disease” while our closeness measures consider an adversary who knows the distributiona l 

information of the sensitive attributes. Our goal is to propose an alternative technique for data publishing that remedies the 

limitations of -diversity in some applications. Privacy-preserving data publishing has been extensively studied in several other 

aspects. First, background knowledge presents additional challenges in defining privacy requirements. Several recent studies [24], 

[7], [20], [22] have aimed at modeling and integrating background knowledge in data anonymization. Second, several works [6], 

[41] considered continual data publishing, i.e., re-publication of the data after it has been updated. Nergiz et al. [26] proposed σ-

presence to prevent membership disclosure, which is different from identity/attribute disclosure. Wong et al. [37] showed that 

knowledge of the anonymization algorithm for data publishing can leak extra sensitive information. 

1.3 Anonymization Techniques 
Most anonymization solutions adopt generalization [1], [4], [9], [11], [16], [21], [17], [30], [31] and bucketization [13], [24], [39]. 

In this paper, we use the Mondrian algorithm [17] which partitions the high-dimensional space into regions and encodes data 

points in one region by the region‟s representation. There are several anonymization techniques, cluster- ing [2], marginals 

releasing [12], and data perturbation [28]. On the theoretical side, optimal k-anonymity has been proved to be NP-hard for k ≥ 3 

in [25], and approximation algorithms for finding the anonymization that suppresses the fewest cells have been proposed in [25], 

[27]. The notion of -diversity attempts to solve this problem. We have shown that -diversity has a number of limitations and 

especially presented two attacks on -diversity. Motivated by these limitations, we have proposed a novel privacy notion called 

“closeness”. We propose two instantiations: a base model called t-closeness and a more flexible privacy model called (n, t)-

closeness. We explain the rationale of the (n, t)-closeness model and show that it achieves a better balance between privacy and 

utility. To incorporate semantic distance, we choose to use the Earth Mover Distance measure. We also point out the limitations 

of EMD, present the desiderata for designing the distance measure, and propose a new distance measure that meets all the 

requirements. Finally, through experiments on real data, we show that similarity attacks are a real concern and the (n, t)- closeness 

model better protects the data while improving the utility of the released data. Below, we discuss some interesting open research 

issues. Multiple Sensitive Attributes Multiple sensitive attributes present additional challenges. Suppose we have two sensitive 

attributes U and V. One can consider the two attributes separately, i.e., an equivalence class E has (n, t)-closeness if E has (n, t)-

closeness with respect to both U and V. Another approach is to consider the joint distribution of the two attributes.                                                                                

To use this approach, one has to choose the ground distance between pairs of sensitive attribute values. A simple formula for 

calculating EMD may be difficult to derive, and the relationship between (n, t) and the level of privacy become more complicated. 

Other Anonymization Techniques (n, t)-closeness allows us to take advantage of anonymization techniques other than 

generalization of quasi-identifier and suppression of records. For example, instead of suppressing a whole record, one can hide 

some sensitive attributes of the record; one advantage is that the number of records in the anonymized table is accurate, which 

may be useful in some applications. Because this tech-nique does not affect quasi-identifiers, it does not help achieve k-anonymity 

and hence has not been considered before. Removing a sensitive value in a group reduces diversity and therefore, it does not help 

in achieving l-diversity. However, in t-closeness, removing an outlier may smooth a distribution and bring it closer to the overall 

distribution. Another possible technique is to generalize a sensitive attribute value, rather than hiding it completely. An interesting 

question is how to effectively combine these techniques with generalization and suppression to achieve better data quality. 

2. Literature Review/ Survey 

Large amount of person-specific data has been collected in recent years both by governments and by private entities. Data and 

knowledge extracted by data mining techniques represent a key asset to the society by analyzing trends, patterns and formulating 

public policies. Laws and regulations require that some collected data must be made public for example, Census data. 

2.1 What about Privacy 

First thought: anonymized the data How? 
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1. Remove explicit identifier “personally identifying information” (PII) for example: Name, Social Security number, phone 

number, email, address etc.  

2.Anything that identifies the person directly 

Is this enough? 

2.1.1 Key attributes: 

Name, address, phone number - uniquely identifying! Always removed before release. 

2.1.2Quasi-Identifiers: 

(5-digit ZIP code, birth date, gender) uniquely identify  

Can be used for linking anonymzed dataset with other datasets  

2.1.3 Sensitive attributes: 

Medical records, salaries, etc 

2.2 K-Anonymity 

The information for each person contained in the released table cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose 

information also appears in the release. 

Example: you try to identify a man in the released table, but the only information you have is his birth date and gender. There are 

k men in the table with the same birth date and gender. 

Any quasi-identifier present in the released table must appear in at least k records. 

Achieving k-Anonymity: Replace specific quasi-identifiers with less specific values until get k identical valuesPartition ordered-

value domains into intervals 

2.3 l-diversity 

Sensitive attributes must be “diverse” within each quasi-identifier equivalence class. 

 Distinct l-Diversity-each equivalence class has at least l well-represented sensitive values. Sensitive attributes must be “diverse” 

within each quasi-identifier equivalence class.  

Limitation of l-Diversity 

1. It is neither necessary nor sufficient to prevent attribute disclosure. 

2. l-diversity does not consider semantics of sensitive values. 

2.4 t-Closeness: 

An equivalence class is said to have t-closeness if the distance between the distribution of a sensitive attribute in this class and the 

distribution of the attribute in the whole table is no more than a threshold t. A table is said to have t-closeness if all equivalence 

classes have t-closeness. 

3. System Analysis/Design 

Minimizing the data has been under research for quite some time. The main fundamental that is reached is the theory of closeness. 

Closeness is the concept where two elements are checked and if they are close they are reduced. Closeness always does not 

guarantee maximum distance in the result data set. The objective of the work is to develop a System using an unique method by 

combining two of the most widely used privacy preservation techniques so that  we can prevent the sensitive information of the 

individuals from being disclosed and can generalize data using closeness of the attributes. 

3.1 Proposed Design: 

Privacy preservation technique is a way to increase the similarity of the data item and introduce redundancy in such a way that 

information about individual users can not be revealed. This technique also desires the actual information of the data to not 

change. This is achieved by anonymizing the data before release.  

3.2 K-anonymity:  

The k-anonymity privacy requirement for publishing micro data requires that each equivalence class (i.e., a set of records that are 

indistinguishable from each other with respect to certain “identifying” attributes) contains at least k record. 
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The first step of anonymization is to remove explicit identifiers. However, this is not enough, as an adversary may already know 

the quasi-identifier values of some individuals in the table. This knowledge can be either from personal knowledge (e.g., knowing 

a particular individual in person), or from other publicly-available databases (e.g., a voter registration list) that include both 

explicit identifiers and quasi-identifiers 

common anonymization approach is generalization, which replaces quasi-identifier values with values that are less specific but 

semantically consistent. As a result, more records will have the same set of quasi-identifier values. We define an equivalence 

class of an anonymized table to be a set of records that have the same values for the quasi-identifiers. 

Following are three steps of anonymization 

3.2.1. Generalization:The entropy measure or the distance between row wise data is calculated, the data is reduced by appending 

special character like „*‟ till the data is reduced and entropy among the rows are low.Minimizing the data has been under research 

for quite some time. The main fundamental that is reached is the theory of closeness. Closeness is the concept where two elements 

are checked and if they are close they are reduced. Find those attributes where maximum repentance is observed. After finding 

most frequent value has to group them. 

3.2.2. Grouped Data 

Reduce rows by representing the data in aggregated format. Reduce rows by adding one extra column total and representing the 

data in aggregated format . This is the second anonymous process. 

3.2.3.  Last Generalization 

This is third anonymous process which making the data anonymous . 

3.3 l-Diversity: 

Diversity requires that each equivalence class has at least well-represented values for each sensitive attribute. Closeness always 

does not guarantee maximum distance in the result data set. In this work we further extended the closeness with Anti-closeness or 

l-diversity.  It is a concept by means of which after removing closeness from data, again data rows are re-grouped such that no 

similar data even after reduction appears together. 

4. Methodology: 

Following Steps are performed in first level :  

Step 1: Take Complete Data 

Step 2: Reduction of Each element using generalization based on closeness. So result having close data. 

Step 3: Minimize columns through grouping of data 

Step 4: Minimize rows through adding one extra column. So result having redundant data 

 Following Steps are performed in Second level: 

Step 1: Take Complete Data and measure entropy 

Step 2: If entropy is less than the threshold value minimizes each data element to increase entropy so getting same table with high 

entropy. 

Step 3: Now minimize columns and add one extra column name count 

Step 4: Reduce row by grouping them. 

Step 5: Finally check the redundancy 

4.1 Reduction Steps 

Step1: Generate Bi- Gram of string 1 and string 2 

Step 2: Find entropy  

Step 3: Find average entropy.  

Step 4: If the entropy is less than threshold value .3 than reduce data and again find the average entropy otherwise if entropy is 

greater than threshold value .3 than get finalize data form. 

Step 5: Stop the process. 
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4.2 Entropy Calculate the amount of surprise in Information 

1. The More Predictable, The lower the entropy 

2. The less Predictable The higher the entropy 

 

5. System Implementation 

The following steps constitute whole process of implementing combined k-anonymity and l-diversity privacy preservation 

measurements are as follows: 

First generalize each column which having less than threshold value. In this table first generalize first name, middle name, last 

Name and so on for data redundancy then Find those attributes where maximum repentance is observed So sensitive columns are 

removed and only repeated values are extracted. After finding most frequent values has to group them. After grouping of them 

reduce rows by adding one extra column. Now perform the last generalization on this table. Finally for more privacy combine 

diversity with anonymity. 

 

6. Conclusion and future work: 

There are many techniques proposed for preservation of privacy which includes anonymity based techniques, closeness based 

techniques, diversity based techniques. The literature reveals that each of these techniques have their advantage and disadvantage 

and no technique can be considered as completely full proof as par as privacy preservation is concerned. Therefore in this work 

we proposed a new technique by combining both diversity and anonymity based methods. First the entropy measure or the 

distance between row wise data is calculated, the data is reduced by appending special character like „*‟ till the data is reduced 

and entropy among the rows are low. Further closeness among the columns are calculated and columns are reduced by 

aggregation. This is followed by reducing number of rows also by first classifying the data into groups and replacing actual data 

with group aggregate. Therefore the end table has lesser generalized rows and columns with respect to the original one. Hence 

finding out any sensitive information is impossible from this data. The technique can be further improved if a new strategy can be 

devised to introduce extra rows in the data that increases the redundancy. 
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